How to become Batman?

6 simple steps to become one

Aditya Kusupati

Are Ali and Sham paying/advising me to do this?
Becoming Batman - Objectives

• To become Batman and not a Badman
Becoming Batman - Requirements

• Dead parents, Duh!
  • Hollywood milked this enough
  I guess :P

• Monnies, enough to buy an entire country maybe!
  • Pro-tip: Startup and exit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Becoming Batman - Skills

• Somehow become the best detective on the planet.
  • Yet, here we are not able to escape a room

• Best engineer who can fit everything in his utility belt
  • How???????????????????
Becoming Batman – Morals/Traits?

- Never kill a person
  - Need to Reuse and Recycle the villains (true friends like Joker who complete him)
  - Killing joke? - I will let it slide thru

- Recruit another orphan & get him killed several times.
  - Poor Robin. RIP!

- Rarely smile
  - Again killing joke is an exception
Becoming Batman – Friends?

• Act as if he need no one
  • Secretly he needs everyone.

• Needs Alfred to tuck him in his bed. Alfred's Lil boi

• Have a complicated relation with Sups. Doesn't he realize Sups can kill him with literally no force?
Becoming Batman – Finally

• Always be brooding in a town which is probably Chicago with Seattle's weather

• Just hope that citizens of Gotham are stupid enough not to notice he is Bruce Wayne!!
Thank You
Appendix
I am Batman